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Atlanta Hawks at Bucks: Jordan Crawford could be next for D-
League
8:01 pm December 27, 2010, by Michael Cunningham

Milwaukee– Pape Sy is off to Utah to play in the D-League. It’s possible Jordan Crawford will join him at 

some point.

“There has been some talk about it,” L.D. said. “We are certainly going to keep our options open with our 

young guys, putting them in situations where they can get some playing time instead of practicing every day 

and just being with the team. I would rather them be somewhere playing, where they are learning, where they 

can get some experience.”

L.D had one of his ongoing shot-selection chats with Smoove today. Josh lately has failed to make long 
jump shots at a respectable rate and it was particularly glaring with Atlanta’s relative lack of a post 
presence at New Orleans last night. Said L.D.: 

•

“I am definitely going to stay with it. As I told him this morning through our breakfast and 

walkthrough, we have got to get established early inside. We don’t want to come out 

jacking shots up and he has done that the last couple of games. I have brought it to his 

attention we have got to be more mindful that we do have to get established early in the 

paint. I don’t mind jump shots but we’ve got to establish inside, then out. Especially him, he 

is a guy we rely on to be effective in the post. I am going to go to him and I expect him to 

deliver down there, not to settle for being on the perimeter, people playing five feet off of 

him, and then he’s jacking it up.”

No Drew Gooden (foot) for the Bucks. Brandon Jennings is out after foot surgery but Earl Boykins 
and Keyon Dooling are capable of dancing through Atlanta’s pick-and-roll D. You know, sort of like they 
did last time, when Milwaukee’s bench beat down the Hawks. “They still have capable guards,” L.D. 
said. “Both Dooling and Boykins have really done well for them since Jennings has been out. Our game 
up there when they beat us it was Boykins and Dooling, to me, who changed the game.”

•

L.D. is using the Twin lineup tonight. Marvin heads to the bench. “We recognize the fact that Al at the 
five, going against Bogut he gives up too much sizewise and strengthwise,” Drew said.

•

Frank Madden at Brew Hoop offers an Al/Bogut comparison: •

Horford and Andrew Bogut are both making pretty compelling cases to back up Dwight 

Howard on the Eastern Conference all-star squad, but I’m not sure there will be room for 

both of them–especially with Amare Stoudemire seeing lots of small-ball center action in 

New York. Bogut has a clear edge on the defensive end, blocking three times as many 

shots (2.90 bpg vs. 0.91) and rebounding at a higher rate as well (11.4 rpg vs. 9.6), while 

Horford wins going away on the offensive end. The former Florida man is averaging 19.8 

pts/40 on 60.7% true shooting and turns it over on just 8.0% of possessions, while Bogut is 

putting up 16.1 pts/40 on just 52.1% with an 11.4% turnover rate.

What’s perhaps most impressive about Horford’s game is how much damage he does on 

the perimeter. He’s doubled the number of long jumpers he takes (from 2.2 to 4.5/game) 

while converting at an incredible 59% clip (85/145), best in the league among players with 
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more than 35 attempts from that range. He’s especially dangerous in pick & roll situations, 

ranking 6th in the league with 1.23 points per possession and making 63% of his shots–

much of it on pick/pop action. In contrast, Bogut takes twice as many shots/game at the rim 

but has only taken eight shots outside of 10 feet all season (including three end-of-quarter 

Hail Marys), missing each and every one of them.
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